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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

To assist in quantifying the potential risk of flammable gas accidents in the Hanford 

waste tanks an Analysis Tool (AT) has been developed using commercially available software 

and tank characterization data. The AT is a computer code called RESOLVE!. The AT is 

designed to quantify the risk and uncertainty of combustion accidents in actual or representative 

tanks and the change in risk that would result from using different control strategies. 

RESOLVE! is used to help identify optimal controls for each tank and analyze the 

implementation of the controls prior to actual implementation in the field. 

The acceptance and validation testing of a developmental version, RESOLVE! 

Version 2.13 Acceptance Testing: Test Plan and Test Results is documented in Attachment 1. 

Following independent reviews of the AT Version 2.13 additional changes were identified and 

have been incorporated. The new revision, RESOLVE! Version 2.5 has been issued. The 

changes incorporated include revised waste classifications based on the characteristics of the 

waste, incorporation of empirical or observed tank waste behavior data, and graphical user 

interface upgrades. 

Each Acceptance Test Plan is divided into three primary areas. The three areas are: 

“Features Testing,” “Characteristics Testing,” and “Trend Testing.” The purpose of the 

“Features Testing” is to ensure that all of the options and features of the computer code run. The 

purpose of the “Characteristics Testing” is to verify that the calculated results are consistent with 

each other and that the results are repeatable and to quantify the baseline stability or behavior of’ 

the computer code. “Trend Testing” is performed to evaluate the effects of the changes to the 

parameter values on the frequency and consequence trends (Le. increase, decrease or no change) 

associated with flammable gas deflagrations or detonations. 

The results of the Acceptance Testing indicate that the majority of the parameters 

modified for both double-shell tanks (DSTs) and single-shell tanks (SSTs) did not significantly 

affect the benchmark results. This is the same conclusion reached during acceptance testing of 

Resolve Version 2.13. The parameter modifications that did significantly impact the results 
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include waste volume reduction, an increase or decrease in ventilation flow rate and changes in 

the waste and waste gas generation characteristics ( for DSTs only). In each of these cases the 

results trend as expected. 

As a result of testing there were two limitations identified. One resulted from 

“Characteristics Testing” and determined that the calculated mean toxicological sum of fractions 

exceeded the acceptance relative standard deviation criteria. It is recommended that prior to 

reporting toxicological consequences, multiple runs should be performed using different 

statistical sampling parameters and the results evaluated for appropriateness. The other 

limitation associated with “Waste Intrusive Equipment” is based on a lack of actual or observed 

data to validate the results. 

i i  

. . 
~~ 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 BACKGROUND 

To assist in quantifying the potential risk of flammable gas accidents in the Hanford waste tanks, 
an Analysis Tool (AT) has been developed using commercially available software and tank 
characterization data. In addition to using available data and analysis results, the process also 
uses formal systematic expert elicitation on flammable gas technical parameters for which no 
data exists. The AT is a computer code called RESOLVE!. The AT is designed to quantify the 
risk and uncertainty of combustion accidents in actual or representative tanks and the change in 
risk that would result from using different control strategies. RESOLVE! is used to help identify 
optimal controls for each tank and analyze the implementation of the controls prior to actual 
implementation in the field. 

The acceptance and validation testing of the developmental versions, RESOLVE! Version 1.5 1, 
is documented in RESOLVE! Version 1.5 1 Acceptance Testing: Test Plan and Test Results 
(Lavender et al. 1998) and RESOLVE! Version 2.13 Acceptance Testing: Test Plan and Test 
Results (see Attachment 1). RESOLVE! Version 1.51 was modified primarily to include the 
analysis and evaluation of Double-Shell Tanks (DSTs). Additional changes to the refined safety 
AT (Version 1.51) included a buoyant displacement model, revised mass balance, waste 
intrusive equipment bums, mixer pump, waste transfer and the graphical user interface (GUI). 
The modified version was identified as RESOLVE! Version 2.13. The impacts associated with 
these changes have been previously determined and are documented (Slezak et al. 1999, Slezak 
and Bratzel 1997). The acceptability of RESOLVE! Version 2.13 is documented in 
Attachment 1. 

Following independent reviews of the AT Version 2.13 additional changes were identified and 
have been incorporated. The new revision, RESOLVE! Version 2.5 has been issued. The 
changes incorporated include revised waste classifications based on the characteristics of the 
waste, incorporation of empirical or observed tank waste behavior data, and the graphical user 
interface (GUI) upgrades. The impacts associated with these changes have been previously 
determined and are documented (Slezak et al. 2000). This report documents the acceptance 
testing performed on Version 2.5. 

1.2 PURPOSE 

The acceptance test is part of the software certification process for RESOLVE! Version 2.5. 
This testing has been performed to enhance the understanding of the analysis framework (AF) 
and implication of the AT results. The results of acceptance testing are used to do the following: 

Confirm that the results of RESOLVE! Version 2.5 trend logically 

0 Ensure that RESOLVE! Version 2.5 performs within the predefined parameters 

I 
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0 Determine the status of previously identified AT user interface issues and 
calculational errors 
Identify any limitations for application of Version 2.5. 

Whenever an area of acceptance testing raises an issue, two approaches are used to evaluate the 
condition. Unless it is evident that an error (e.g., computational or GUI) exists, the code 
developers and the Tank Farm Contractor team convene to determine if the suspected error is 
correct (Le., whether the tool behaved as expected based on the parameter modified and the 
correct calculational formulae) or whether a deficiency exists (i.e., results are unexpected based 
on parameter modification and the calculational formulae). If a deficiency has been noted, a 
code limitation (see Section 4.0) is described. Section 2.0 identifies the tests performed, 
Section 3.0 summarizes testing results, Section 5.0 lists references and Appendix A and B 
provide detailed trend test analysis results. 
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2.0 ACCEPTANCE TEST PLAN 

The acceptance testing performed using Version 2.13 is documented in Attachment 1. This was 
an extensive test of all features of the AT and GUI and trended the calculated results for each 
change in control strategy, operation, and waste modification using multiple single-shell tanks 
(SSTs) and double-shell tanks (DSTs). The acceptance test plan for Version 2.5 is designed to 
evaluate the same changes in control strategies, operations, and waste modifications to 
corroborate the results reached during acceptance testing of Version 2.13. That is, the results are 
not trended at the conclusion of Version 2.5 acceptance testing. 

Two acceptance test plans (ATPs) have been developed, one addresses the SSTs and the other 
addresses the DSTs. To provide a better understanding of the behavior of the AT the two test 
plans evaluate the same parameter changes. Where appropriate additional tests have been 
identified based on the characteristics of the waste contained in the tanks. For example, buoyant 
displacement gaseous release events are only evaluated with DSTs. Tables 1 and 2 identify the 
tests and input parameters, and variables modified for each test that will be performed, for SSTs 
and DSTs, respectively. 

Each ATP is divided into three primary areas. The three areas are: “Features Testing,” 
“Characteristics Testing,” and “Trend Testing.” The purpose of the “Features Testing” (see 
Section 2.1) is to ensure that all of the options and features of the computer code run. The 
purpose of the “Characteristics Testing” (see Section 2.2) is to verify that the calculated results 
are consistent with each other and repeatable and to quantify the baseline stability or behavior of 
the computer code. “Trend Testing” (see Section 2.3) is performed to evaluate the effects of the 
changes to the parameter values on the frequency and consequence trends (Le. increase, decrease 
or no change) associated with gas deflagrations or detonations. 

Code limitations and issues identified during testing are discussed and summarized in 
Section 4.0. 

2.1 FEATURES TESTING 

Testing the features of RESOLVE! 2.5 ensures that it runs correctly and produces the proper 
outputs when various available options are selected. An extensive test of the AT and GUI 
features is discussed in Attachment 1. The “Features Testing” performed in this ATP is limited 
to the options selected during characteristics and trend testing. This limited set of features tests 
based on the parameter modifications, will also verify that the code and data libraries are 
consistent with the changes in the baseline documentation. 

As shown in Table 2 and Attachment 1, additional features tests are identified for DSTs. The 
additional DST features test include turning on the mixer pump (normally off) and creating 
buoyant displacement gaseous release events (GREs) in non-buoyant tanks by modifying the 
characteristics of the waste. 
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Acceptable behavior is that all features perform the function intended by the programmers and 
that no feature causes the program to “crash” or result in an error message. The baseline code 
and the data libraries must also be consistent with the documentation. Results of “Feature 
Testing” are summarized in Section 3.1. Any code limitations generated as a result of this 
testing are presented in Section 4.0. 

2.2 CHARACTERISTIC TESTING 

Characteristic Testing is performed following the successful completion of the “Features 
Testing.” The purpose of the “Characteristic Testing” is to verify that the calculated results are 
stable and repeatable and to determine the number of trials (or samples) required to achieve 
stable and repeatable results. These tests are performed at different workstations using the 
identical statistical analysis parameters. Characteristics Testing is also used to establish system 
baseline stability or behavior due to changes in statistical analysis parameters. Typically, it 
would be necessary to test the AT as an integrated tool; however, DSTs, are analyzed using a 
different set of algorithms. Therefore, it is necessary to test both the SST and DST stability. The 
following subsections describe the characteristics testing, which is common to both SSTs and 
DSTs and the expected changes to the results caused by the testing. Results of Characteristic 
Testing are summarized in Section 3.2. 

To test system stability, the variance, standard deviation and the relative standard deviation 
values are calculated. The relative standard deviation is calculated using two methods: 
1) dividing the square root of the variance by the average and 2) dividing the standard deviation 
by the average. Simply stated, the standard deviation equals the square root of the variance. In 
order to comply, the values must not vary by more than a factor or two. Translated to the 
percentile notation common with relative standard deviations, the values cannot be over 200%. 

2.2.1 Sample Count Stability 

This test is used to establish the stability of RESOLVE! 2.5. That is, changing the number of 
samples analyzed will impact the statistical analysis and the reported results. It is expected that 
the reported results for each case based on the number of samples analyzed will vary; however, 
the variance should not be significant. An analyst performs benchmark runs using a single tank 
and the same sample seed value. For each run, the sample count is iterated from 200 to 1000 in 
increments of 50. 

The mean of the onsite radiological and toxicological results, as shown on the GUI, are 
compared, for the benchmark runs. The relative standard deviation should be less than 200%. 
See Tables 1 and 2 for a description of the tests performed. 
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2.2.2 Sample Seed Stability 

Similar to the Sample Count Sensitivity test discussed above, changing the seed value will 
impact the statistical analysis and the reported results. It is expected that the reported results for 
each sample seed value analyzed will vary; however, the variance should not be significant. An 
analyst performs benchmark runs using a single tank and the same sample count. For each run, 
the sample seed is increased from 10,000,000 to 61,000,000 in increments of 300,000. 

The mean of the onsite radiological and toxicological results as shown on the GUI for all runs 
are compared. The relative standard deviation should be less than 200%. See Tables 1 and 2 for 
a description of the tests performed. 

2.3 TREND TESTING 

Trend testing is performed to evaluate the effects of changes in the pedigreed data values and the 
predefined controls on the frequency and consequences of a flammable gaseous release. The 
trend testing is performed by comparing the Benchmark case to the modified (i.e., changed, 
pedigreed data values and predefined controls) case. As discussed previously in Section 1.1, the 
major improvement of the refined safety AT is revision of the tank waste characteristics. Four 
representative SSTs and three DTSs were selected for trend analysis. Tables 3 and 4 for SSTs 
and DSTs, respectively, identify the tanks and the parameters selected for trend testing. 

For this test a series of tanks was selected based on the classification of the waste. That is, prior 
versions of RESOLVE! have classified tanks using Facility Groups (HNF 1999). The waste 
characteristics; i.e., composition and GRE behavior, have been revised in the relational database 
(Barker et al. 2000) to reflect actual waste conditions. The four SSTs and three DSTs selected 
for testing have different waste characteristics, thus the results due to changes in the waste 
parameters, tank operations, and controls are reviewed to determine if the results are as expected. 

The general approach followed in trend testing is to develop a Benchmark case for each tank 
maximizing the sensitivity of the program and to perform multiple analyses or sensitivity case 
runs for each tank changing only one parameter (i.e., relational database data value or predefined 
control) per analysis. The output from each run or analysis (e.g., frequency and/or 
consequences) are tabulated and compared. This approach will test the effects of significantly 
increasing or decreasing a parameter. 

Tables 1 and 2 for SSTs and DSTs, respectively, provide a listing of the input parameters and 
values that are changed for each test. Each trend test uses the Benchmark Case as a template. 
That is, the Benchmark Case file is “opened” and modified. For all trend tests the Analysis Type 
is changed from “Benchmark” to “Sensitivity” and the appropriate input parameters and values 
are changed to the values specified for each test. 

The following subsections describe the trend testing. The expected results due to the parameter 
changes are shown in Tables 5 and 6 for SSTs and DSTs, respectively. Based on the expected. 
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Table 3. Summary of Single Shell Tanks Used in Trend Testing. 

Tank Tank Waste Waste 
Volume Volume Classification 

(a) (a) (b) 

Fill 
Factor 

L I I I 
(a) Volumes shown are approximate. 

Saltwell Ventilation GRE 
Pumo Flow Rate Behavior 

(b)Taken from RESOLVE! Version 2.5 database (Barton et al. 1998) 
(c) SL - slurry 

NL - no liquid 
SC - salt cake 
SS - salt sludge 

NBD - Non-buoyant displacement 
(d) GRE - Gas release event 

B-111 

S-102 

U - I l l  

T-203 

530,000 237,000 SL-NL 

758,000 549,000 SUSS-NL 

530,000 329,000 MIX-NL 

38,000 35,000 SL-NL 

0.5 
(medium) pumped 

(medium) pumped 

(high) pumped 

never 

never 

never 0.2 1 NBD 



Tank 

AW- 106 

AN- 107 

AY-IO1 

NA 

Waste 
Classification'b' 

SCISS-NL 

Waste 
Volume"' 

579,300 

1,050,900 

1,107,110 

Jot applic 

Waste Characteristics'" Ventilation 
, FlowRate Gas 

Rate (Ibm/ft ) 
(moles/m' 

sec) 

L-46.960 L-3.17E-09 L-69.3 

Volume 
(ft7 Generation Density (cfm) 

c -0  C-NA C-NA 151 
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Table 4. Summary of Double Shell Tanks Used in Trend Testing. 

SC/SL-LIQ 

SS-30,480 SS-1.13E-8 SS-98.01 
IS-0 IS-NA IS-NA 
c -0  C-NA C-NA 126 

L-107.490 L-1.27E-07 L-86.77 

SL-NL 

SS-33,000 SS-1.67E-07 SS-91.77 
IS-0 IS-NA IS-NA 

C-14,710 C-8.78E-OS C-84.3 485 
L-76,560 L-1.36E-07 L-98.01 

IS-0 IS-NA IS-NA 
SS-56,680 SS-1.49E-07 SS-106.13 

le .~ 
(a)Volumes shown are approximate. 
(b)Taken from RESOLVE! Version 2.5 database (Barton et al. 1998) 

SL - slurry 
NL - n o  liquid 
SC - salt cake 
SS - salt sludge 
LIQ - liquid 
Volumes shown are approximate. Ibmkuft = pound moles per cubic foot (c) 
C - crust layer 
L - liquid layer 
SS - settled solids layer 
IS - immobile solids layer 

(d)GRE - Gas release event 
BD - Buoyant displacement 
NBD - Non-buoyant displacement 

GRE 
Behavior"' 

NBD 

NBD 

BD 
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results specific results (e.g., frequency, deflagrations, detonations) are compared for each trend 
test to the benchmark case results. 

2.3.1 Saltwell Pumping 

This test applies to SSTs only, since only SSTs are saltwell pumped. Trend testing cases are run 
to explore the effect of saltwell pumping on risk. Only the saltwell pumping status is varied. 
The waste volume, which would change if a tank were actually saltwell pumped, is left 
unchanged. The influence of saltwell pumping on gas retention characteristics is an elicited 
parameter (Slezak and Bratzel 1997). Tanks identified as “never pumped” are changed to 
“previously pumped” and vice versa. Changing the saltwell pumping status from “never 
pumped” to “previously pumped” is expected to decrease risk. Changing the status to 
“previously pumped” changes the waste void fraction and GRE frequency elicitation. The end 
result should be a reduction in the number of flammable events, frequency, and magnitude of 
radiological and toxicological consequences. Table 1 provides a listing of the input parameters 
and values that are changed for each test. 

2.3.2 Waste Volume 

This test applies to SSTs and DSTs. Trend testing cases were run to explore the effect of 
changing the waste volume on risk. The waste volume is changed significantly. A reduction in 
the waste volume will increase the headspace volume. This effect may impact the ability of the 
headspace gases to reach the lower flammability limit. To test the effect of reducing waste 
volume, 30 percent of the existing waste was removed. Reducing the waste volume decreases 
the retained gas volume by providing less waste in which the gas can be stored. In addition, 
reducing the waste volume increases the headspace volume in which to dilute the GRE gases. 
Therefore, the size of the GREs and the fraction of the GREs that produce flammable conditions 
would decrease which would result in a decrease in the number of events. Due to the properties 
of the waste the impacts on the frequency and consequences are indeterminate. See Tables 1 and 
2 for SSTs and DSTs respectively, for test input parameters. The total DST volume is reduced 
but the reduction is reflected in liquids only. 

2.3.3 Number of Intrusive Operations 

This test applies to SSTs and DSTs. Trend testing cases are run to explore the effect of 
increasing the number of equipment insertion andor removal operations on risk. The number of 
operations is increased by a factor of five over the default value. It is expected that the increase 
in the number of operations increases the risk by increasing the frequency of induced GREs and 
the frequency of ignition sources. Only the frequency is expected to increase. There should be 
no change in the number of flammable events and the radiological and toxicological 
consequences. See Tables 1 and 2 for SSTs and DSTs, respectively, for test input parameters. 
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2.3.4 Ignition Control Set 

This test applies to SSTs and DSTs. Trend testing cases were run to explore the effect of 
changing the ignition controls on risk. It is expected that frequency increases as the level of 
ignition control is decreased from “Control Set 1” or “Control Set 2” (HNF-1999) to “Past 
Practices” (Le., no controls). The ignition control sets, “Control Set l”, “Control Set 2” and 
“Past Practices” are described in Appendix B of Slezak and Bratzel(1997). Because the controls 
do affect the GREs, the controls are expected to affect the frequency but have little effect on the 
radiological and toxicological consequences. It is expected that changing controls from Ignition 
Control Set 2 to Past Practices should not change the number of flammable events or 
consequences; however, the frequency should increase. See Tables 1 and 2 for SST and DST, 
respectively, for test input parameters. 

2.3.5 Ventilation Rate 

This test applies to SSTs and DSTs. Trend testing cases were run to explore the effect on risk 
due to changes the ventilation flow rate ( i s , ,  increasing or decreasing). This test involves 
reducing or increasing the default ventilation flow rate by a factor of 10. It is expected that 
actively ventilating a tank, compared to passive ventilation could reduce the time at risk and the 
computed bum pressures, and perhaps even eliminate flammable conditions (Slezak and Bratzel 
1997). Conversely reducing the flow rate could increase the time at risk and the computed bum 
pressure. Therefore, the expected result of increasing the ventilation rate is a decrease in risk, 
and decreasing the ventilation rate is an increase in risk. As the ventilation flow rate is modified, 
gases may be swept out of the tank (increased flow rate) or allowed to accumulate in the 
headspace (decreased flow rate). See Tables 1 and 2 for SSTs and DSTs, respectively, for test 
input parameters 

2.3.6 Iaerting the Tank Headspace with Nitrogen 

This test applies to SSTs and DSTs. Trend testing cases were run to determine the impact of 
inerting the headspace. Sufficient inerting of the headspace will increase the size of GREs 
needed to reach flammability and can prevent combustion of mixtures that are flammable before 
release ( S l e d  and Bratzel 1997). Inerting the headspace reduces the oxidizer for the burn 
typically furnished by air. Inerting the tank headspace should reduce GRE flammable event 
frequencies and should result in less damage to the tank as well as reducing the dose 
consequences. Risk is expected to decrease as inerting is applied. The number of hits, as well as 
the frequency of bums, should decrease with a small reduction in the consequences. See 
Tables 1 and 2 for SSTs and DSTs, respectively, for test input parameters. 
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2.3.7 Tank Failure (Cracking) Pressure 

This test applies to SSTs only. Trend testing cases were run to explore the effect on risk of 
decreasing or increasing the dome cracking pressure. For this test, the dome cracking pressure is 
decreased or increased by 50%. Structural capacity and failure evaluations are discussed in 
Slezak and Bratzel 1997. It is expected that risk will increase as failure pressure is reduced, and 
conversely decrease as failure pressure is increased. A decrease or increase in the cracking 
pressure from the default value should, respectively, increase or decrease the consequences but 
should not affect the frequency. Additionally, the number of flammable events for an increase or 
decrease in the cracking pressure should not change. For a decrease in the cracking pressure, 
more material would be released to the environment for lower combustion pressures. Conversely 
for the same combustion pressures, less material would be released to the environment, thus 
resulting in lower consequences. See Table 1 for test input parameters. 

2.3.8 Tank Failure (Collapse) Pressure 

This test applies to SSTs and DSTs. Trend testing cases were run to explore the effect on risk of 
decreasing the dome collapse pressure. The dome collapse pressure is reduced to one-half of the 
default value. Structural capacities and failure evaluations are discussed in Slezak and Bratzel 
1997. It is expected that risk will increase as failure pressure is reduced. Reducing the dome 
collapse pressure should result in the same conclusions reached in the Tank Failure (Cracking) 
pressure test (see Section 2.3.7); Le., the consequences should increase but the frequency should 
not be affected. Additionally, the number of flammable events for an increase or decrease in the 
cracking pressure should not change. The risk would therefore increase somewhat. More 
material would be released to the environment for lower combustion pressures. See Tables 1 and 
2 for SSTs and DSTs, respectively, for test input parameters. 

2.3.9 Waste Intrusive Equipment 

This test applies to SSTs and DSTs. Trend testing cases were run to explore the effect on risk of 
waste intrusive equipment flammable events. A series of four tests are performed: 1) increase 
the number of operations per year; 2) change the ignition control from purged to not purged; 
3) increase the diameter of the equipment; and 4) increase the length of the equipment. There are 
no waste intrusive operations in the benchmark case or initial condition. Thus increasing the 
number of operations will increase risk. The current ignition control requires purging waste 
intrusive equipment in accordance with the National Fire Prevention Association (NFPA); 
therefore, not purging the equipment (maintaining operations at five per year) will increase the 
risk over benchmark conditions and Test 1 in this series. Tests 3 and 4 of the series should affect 
the detonation cell size, thus an impact is expected on the number of flammable events. 
However, realistic changes in the equipment design (e.g., diameter and length) may be 
insufficient to impact the results of Test 1 in this series. Therefore the expected changes at this 
time are indeterminate. 
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2.3.10 Increase in Bulk Density Ratio of Solids to Liquids 

This test applies to DSTs only. Two tests are performed to determine the relative impacts of 
increasing the bulk density of the settled solids and immobile solids with respect to GRE 
behavior. These tests, unlike the previous tests, do not model operations or potential controls 
that would be implemented in the tank farms. However, based on the behavior of the waste it is 
anticipated that GRE behavior will be affected. That is, the higher the densities the more gas that 
will be retained in the waste and released spontaneously or due to some initiating event such as a 
seismic event or intrusive operation, Thus it is anticipated that the risk will increase. 

2.3.11 Increase in Waste Gas Generation Rate 

This test applies to DSTs only. Two tests are performed to determine the relative impacts of 
increasing the gas generation rate in the settled solids and immobile solids with respect to GRE 
behavior. These tests, unlike the previous tests, do not model operations or potential controls 
that would be implemented in the tank farms. It is anticipated that the risk will increase 
relatively proportional to the increased rates. 

2.3.12 Mixer Pump 

This test applies to DSTs only. The tests, in addition to the Features Tests, were performed to 
determine the impacts of a mixer pump on consequences. Based on operational experience it is 
well understood that the mixer pump will reduce the efficiency of the GREs, thus the 
consequences should decrease. Similarly, the frequency of buoyant displacement GREs will also 
decrease. 

2.3.13 Waste Transfers 

This test was performed to evaluate the AT’S ability to characterize the risk associated with 
waste transfer operations. Both cases studied were SST to DST waste transfers. The first case 
modeled was a direct liquid waste transfer while the second was a water-diluted solid waste 
transfer. For this testing it is assumed that blending is complete and values for the layers are 
uniform throughout the layers, all liquids are saturated and the dilution water has no contribution 
to the waste compositions, Table 7 lists the waste transfer input parameters that were tested. 
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Table 7. Waste Transfer Input Parameters. 

Receiving Tank 
;ending Tank A-101 
x q - m -  
953,133 1(127,415) 

- I -  

- I -  
- 

---I-- 
753,133 1 (100,679) 

72.94 1 (9.75) 

Ab 
gal 

160,088 

200,000 

360,088 

72.94 

(21.40 1) 

(26,736) 

(48,137) 

(9.75) 

Case 2 
Tank I Receivi Sendin 

A- 
gal 

295,080 

270,000 

25,080 

72.94 

39,446) I 154,012 

36,094) 270,000 

270,000 
(3,353) 1 694,012 

(9.75) 1 72.94 

E Tank 

(20,588) 

(36,094) 

(36,094) 

(92,776) 

(9.75) 
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3.0 SUMMARY OF TEST RESULTS 

The results and conclusions reached regarding the acceptability of RESOL ‘E! Version 2.5 and 
the insights gained during testing are summarized in the following Sections. Appendices A and 
B provide the detailed results. Section 4.0 discusses any limitations identified during testing. 

3.1 FEATURES TESTING 

As discussed in Section 2.1, an extensive test of the AT and GUI features is discussed in 
Attachment 1. The features testing performed in this acceptance test was limited to the options 
selected during characteristics and trend testing. This limited set of features tests, based on the 
parameter modifications, will also verify that the code and data libraries are consistent with the 
changes in the baseline documentation due to comment incorporation from the independent 
review. 

Additional Features Tests were performed for the DSTs, including turning on and off the mixer 
pump, buoyant displacement GRE goho-go tests, waste transfers, and waste intrusive equipment 
impacts. As stated previously stated, significant developmental testing was performed. As a 
result of this testing all features performed as expected. 

3.2 CHARACTERISTICS TESTS 

The following table (Table 8) summarizes the results of the Characteristics Tests performed. As 
can be seen, with the exception of the DST sample count test, all results meet the established 
criteria discussed in Section 2.2. 

The calculated mean toxicological sum of fractions for a sample count of 950 was approximately 
eight times the highest calculated sum of fractions for the other tests (Le., 247 vs 31). All other 
calculated values, as well as the 9Sth percentile value for sample count equal to 950, are within 
the minimum and maximum values. Therefore, prior to reporting toxicological consequences 
multiple runs should be performed using different seeds and sample sizes (or counts) and 
evaluated for appropriateness. 

3.3 SUMMARY OF TREND TESTING RESULTS 

Figures 1 through 32 provide a summary of the trend testing results by tank for each of the 
parameters modified. Appendices A and B provide the detailed data and quantitative 
comparisons of the calculated results for the parameter modifications to the benchmark case. 
Consequences were not calculated for tank Tank 241 -T-203, thus no graphical representations 
are provided for the inerting cases. 
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Characteristic 
Test 

Sample Count 
Sensitivity 
Sample Seed 

Table 8. Summary of the Results of the Cbaracteristics Tests Performed. 

Test Results -Relative Standard Deviation (%) 
Number of Accident Radiological Toxicological Expected 

Events Frequency Consequences Consequences Risk 
Modeled 

SSTs - 241-S-102 
43.49 6.5 59.78 19.99 96.63 

4.98 7.26 44.94 19.03 51.68 

SampleCount 1 42.12 62.76 102.24 251.55 161.43 
Sensitivity 
Sample Seed 
Sensitivity 

Sample Count 
Sensitivity 
Sample Sed 
Sensitivity 

As can be seen from the figures the majority of the parameters modified for both DSTs and SSTs 
did not significantly affect the benchmark results. This is the same conclusion reached during 
acceptance testing of Version 2.13 (see Attachment 1). The parameter modifications that did 
significantly impact the results include waste volume reduction, an increase or decrease in 
ventilation flow rate, and changes in the waste and waste gas generation characteristics (DST 
only). In each of these cases the results trend as expected. 

With respect to waste intrusive equipment, as expected for both DSTs and SSTs, increasing the 
number of waste intrusive activities increased the number of potential deflagrations and 
detonations when compared to the benchmark case. Additionally as expected, removing the 
purge from the waste intrusive equipment significantly increased the number of potential 
deflagrations and detonations when compared to the base case or five operations per year. 
Increasing the equipment diameter or length had no impact on the base case results. Because 
there are no or limited observed data regarding waste intrusive equipment, the results cannot be 
evaluated for appropriateness. 

Figure 18 graphically shows the results obtained due to modifications in the characteristics of the 
settled solids and the immobile solids (hard pan) in Tank 241-AN-107. This represents the 
greatest change form benchmark conditions for all tests performed. As can be seen increasing 
the ratio of the settled solids to the liquids increased the number of deflagrations in Tank 
241-AN-107. Additionally, the change in waste characteristics increased the BD GFE frequency 
in Tank 241-AN-107. 

0.18 70.57 127.30 96.02 143.39 

DST - 241-AN-103 (BD) 
42.24 27.55 103.43 68.31 158.89 

1.39 20.55 99.37 68.55 126.62 
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Not shown graphically are the results obtained from buoyant displacement, mixer pump, and 
waste transfers testing. As expected changes in the five criteria identified in Table 6 (DST 
Features Testing) created buoyant displacement GREs in non-buoyant displacement tanks and 
vice versa. Similarly as expected, the calculated results from turning on the mixer pump and 
changing selected parameters to model existing conditions in Tank 241-SY-101 were validated 
to current conditions or observed GRE behavior in the tank. The waste transfer test described in 
Section 2.1.13 performed as expected;s, post transfer sending and receiving tank analysis results 
were comparable to tank analyses. 
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4.0 LIMITATIONS 

This section discusses the limitations identified as a result of acceptance testing. There were two 
limitations identified. One resulted from “Characteristics Testing” and the other, “Waste 
Intrusive Equipment” was identified based on a lack of actual or observed data to validate the 
results. Each of the limitations is discussed in the following. 

4.1 CHARACTERISTICS TESTING 

As discussed in Section 3.2, with the exception of the DST sample count test, all results met the 
established criteria discussed in Section 2.2. The calculated mean toxicological sum of fractions 
exceeded the acceptance relative standard deviation criteria. The calculated sum of fractions for 
one sample count, 950, was approximately 8 times the highest calculated sum of fractions for the 
other tests (Le., 247 vs 31). All other calculated values, as well as the 95‘h percentile value for 
sample count equal to 950, are within the minimum and maximum values. Therefore, prior to 
reporting toxicological consequences multiple runs should be performed using different seeds 
and sample sizes (or counts) and evaluated for appropriatness. 

4.2 WASTE INTRUSIVE EQUIPMENT 

Based on a lack of actual or observed data, the results from testing parameter modifications in 
the operations of waste intrusive equipment and equipment design could not be validated. 
However, the results from the modifications trended as expected (see Section 3.3). This 
limitation was also identified during verification and validation testing of Version 2.5 (Cheng 
et al. 2000). Therefore, when reporting the results associated with waste intrusive equipment, it 
should be noted that the results cannot be validated and should be used for comparison purposes 
only. 
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APPENDIX A 

This Appendix provides the results of the SST acceptance tes ... ig. A strict comparison of the 
benchmark results to the trend analysis results does not consider the magnitude of the difference. 
For example, if the benchmark mean consequence value is 4.567E-05 Sv and the mean trend test 
analysis result is 4.566E-05 Sv, a comparison of this type would indicate that by modifying a 
specific parameter, the consequences decreased; however, based on the conservatisms and 
uncertainties incorporated in the Analysis Tool, a better conclusion would be that there is no 
change. 
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large 4044 / <  350 < 0 = 1.08E-03 < 60.70 < 2.18E-03 < 
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Table A-1. SST Acceptance Test Results: GRE Behavior. (Seed: 90,000,000, Sample Count: 1000) 
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APPENDIX B 

DST ACCEPTANCE TEST RESULTS 
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APPENDIX B 

This Appendix provides the results of the DST acceptance testing. A strict comparison of the 
benchmark results to the trend analysis results does not consider the magnitude of the difference. 
For example, if the benchmark mean consequence value is 4.567E-05 Sv and the mean trend test 
analysis result is 4.566E-05 Sv, a comparison of this type would indicate that by modifying a 
specific parameter, the consequences decreased; however, based on the conservatisms and 
uncertainties incorporated in the Analysis Tool, a better conclusion would be that there is no 
change. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 BACKGROUND 

To assist in quantifying the risk of the Flammable Cas Safety Issue, an accident Analysis Tool has been 
developed using commercially available software and tank characterization data. In addition to using 
available data and analysis results, the process also uses formal systematic expert elicitation on 
flammable gas technical parameters for which no data exists. The Analysis Tool is a computer code 
called Resolve!. The Analysis Tool is designed to quantify the risk and uncertainty of combustion 
accidents in actual or representative tanks and the change in risk that would result from using different 
control strategies. Resolve! is used to help identify optimal controls for each tank and analyze the 
implementation of the controls prior to actual implementation in the field. This supports the actions 
needed to update the Authorization Basis. 

The acceptance and validation testing of the precursor version, RESOLVE! Version I .5 I ,  is 
documented in RESOLVE Version 1.51 Acceptance Testing: Test Plan and Test Results. The major 
improvement of the refined safety analysis tool is the ability to analysis and evaluate Double-Shell 
Tanks (DSTs). Additional changes to the refined safety analysis tool include, buoyant displacement 
model, revised mass balance, waste intrusive equipment burns, mixer pump, waste transfer and the 
graphical user interface (CUI). The revised version is identified as Resolve! Version 2.13. This 
Attachment documents the acceptance testing performed on Version 2.13. 

1.2 PURPOSE 

The acceptance test is the primary method used by the Tank Farm Contractor (TFC) Team to accept the 
Analysis Tool, Resolve! Version 2.13. This version of the Analysis Tool (Resolve! Version 2.13) is not 
intended to be used to identify, analyze, and select safety related controls; therefore, the acceptance test 
and results are documented in this Attachment I .  This testing has been performed to enhance the TFC 
Team understanding of the Analysis Framework and implication of the Analysis Tool results. 

This Attachment 1 provides the results of acceptance testing of Resolve, Version 2.13. The results of 
acceptance testing are used to do the following: 

Confirm that the results of Resolve! Version 2.13, trends logically . . Ensure that Resolve! Version 2.1 3, performs within the predefined parameters 
Determine the status of previously identified Analysis Tool user interface issues and 
calculational errors. 
Identify any deficiencies and limitations for application of Version 2.13 0 

Whenever an area of acceptance testing is unsuccessful, two approaches are used to evaluate the 
condition. Unless it is evident that an error (e.g., computational or GUI) exists, the code developers and 
the TFC Team convene to determine if the suspected error is correct (i.e., whether the tank behaved as 
expected based on the parameter modified and the correct calculational formulae) or whether a 
deficiency exists (i.e., results are unexpected based on parameter modification and the calculational 
formulae). If the error is obvious or a deficiency was noted, a discrepancy report is submitted. The 
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code developers use the discrepancy report to correct and improve the functionality of the refined safety 
analysis tool. Section 2.0 identifies the tests performed, Section 3.0 summarizes testing results, 
Section 4.0, lists references and Appendix A provides a listing of Discrepancy Reports and report status, 
and Appendices B and C provide detailed trend test analysis results. 

2.0 ACCEPTANCE TEST PLAN 

RESOLVE! Version I .5 1 was improved to include the analysis and evaluation of Double-Shell Tanks 
(DSTs). Additional changes to the refined safety Analysis Tool include the buoyant displacement 
model, the revised mass balance, waste intrusive equipment burns, the mixer pump, waste transfer and 
the graphical user interface (CUI). The impacts associated with these changes have been previously 
determined and are documented (Slekak et al. 1999, Slezak and Bratzel 1997). The modified version is 
identified as Resolve! Version 2.13. 

The acceptance test plan (ATP) is the primary method used by the TFC Team to determine acceptance 
of Resolve! Version 2.13. This plan will also verify the closure of discrepancy or deficiency reports 
generated during the testing and implementation of Version 2.13. Two acceptance test plans have been 
developed, one addresses the Single-Shell Tanks (SSTs) and the other addresses the DSTs. To provide 
a better understanding of the behavior of the waste the two test plans evaluate the same parameter 
changes; however, where appropriate additional tests have been identified based on the cliaracteristics of 
the waste contained in the tanks. For example, buoyant displacement gaseous release events are only 
evaluated with DSTs. Tables 1 and 2 identify the tests and input parameters and variables modified for 
each test that will be performed for SSTs and DSTs, respectively. 

Each ATP is divided into three primary areas. The three areas are: “Features Testing,” “Characteristics 
Testing,’’ and “Trend Testing.” The purpose of the “Features Testing” (see Section 2.1) is to ensure that 
all of the options and features of the computer code run. The purpose of the “Characteristics Testing” 
(see Section 2.2) is to verify that the calculated results are consistent with each other and repeatable and 
to quantify the baseline stability or behavior ofthe computer code. “Trend Testing” (see Section 2.3) is 
performed to evaluate the effects of the changes to the parameter values on the frequency and 
consequence trends (Le. increase, decrease, or no change) associated with gas deflagrations or 
detonations. In addition, previously generated discrepancy reports (see Section 2.4) as well as existing 
and previously identified code limitations (see Section 2.5) are identified and, where appropriate, tested 
and evaluated. Each ofthese test areas is described further in the following. 

Discrepancies and issues identified during testing are discussed and summarized in Section 4.0. 

2.1 FEATURES TESTING 

Testing the features of Resolve! 2.13 ensures that it runs properly and produces the proper outputs while 
various available options are selected. To test all the features, an analyst systematically works through 
the available screens and makes every allowable adjustment. In addition, feature testing includes 
verifying that the code and data libraries are consistent with the baseline documentation. 

Additional features tests are identified for DSTs. The additional DST features test include turning on 
the mixer pump (normally off) and creating buoyant displacement GREs in non-buoyant tanks by 
modifying the characteristics of the waste. 
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Acceptable behavior is that all features perform the function intended by the programmers and that no 
feature causes the program to “crash” or result in an error message. The baseline code and the data 
libraries must also be consistent with the documentation. This testing also includes running sample 
cases provided by the code developers to verify the installation of the computer code. The verification 
involves comparing the results of the sample case run(s) at a user workstation to the results of the code 
developer sample case run(s). Results of Feature Testing are summarized in Section 3.1. Any 
discrepancy reports generated as a result of this testing are presented in Appendix A. 
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2.2 CHARACTERISTIC TESTING 

Characteristic Testing is performed following the successful completion of the “Features Testing.” The 
purpose of the “Characteristic Testing” is to verify that the calculated results are stable and repeatable and 
to determine the number of trials (or samples) required to achieve stable and repeatable results. These 
tests are performed at different workstations using the identical statistical analysis parameters. 
Characteristics Testing is also used to establish system baseline stability or behavior due to changes in 
statistical analysis parameters. Typically, it would be necessary to test the Analysis Tool as an integrated 
tool; however, due to the addition of the DST analysis, it is necessary to test both the SST and DST 
stability. The following subsections describe the characteristics testing, which is common to both SSTs 
and DSTs and the expected changes to the results caused by the testing. Results of Characteristic Testing 
are summarized in Section 3.2. 

To test system stability the variance, standard deviation and the relative standard deviation values are 
calculated. The relative standard deviation is calculated using two methods 1) dividing the square root of 
the variance by the average, and 2) dividing the standard deviation by the average. Simply stated, the 
standard deviation equals the square root of the variance. In order to comply, the values must not vary by 
more than a factor or two. Translated to the percentile notation common with relative standard 
deviations, the values cannot be over 200%. 

2.2.1 Transport Testing 

The purpose of the transport test is to verify that the installed versions of Resolve! 2.13 are repeatable on 
multiple workstations. That is, for a specific tank, given the same input parameters, Resolve! 2.13 will 
calculate identical results. An analyst performs two Benchmark case runs using the same tank, the same 
sample seed value, and the same sample count. Each analyst performs the same case runs at their work 
station. The mean and the median of the onsite radiological and toxicological results are shown on the 
GUI and are compared. In addition, the first ten frequency-consequence pairs for the onsite radiological 
and toxicological results recorded in the analysis output file (.afo) for each run are compared. 

This case will be the Benchmark Case. All new installations will be required to perform the same case 
and verify the results of the analysis at the new work station are identical to the benchmark case analysis 
results. Additionally, it is recommended that each analyst rerun this case prior to performing new 
analyses. See Tables 1 and 2 for a description of the tests performed. 

2.2.2 Sample Count Stability 

This test is used to establish the stability of Resolve! 2.13. That is, changing the number of sample 
analyzed will impact the statistical analysis and the reported results. It is expected that the reported 
results for each case based on the number of samples analyzed will vary; however, the variance should 
not be significant. An analyst performs 17 benchmark runs using a single tank and the same sample seed 
value. For each run, the sample count is iterated from 200 to 1000 in increments of 50. 

The median of the onsite radiological and toxicological results as shown on the GUI, for 17 runs, are 
compared. The relative standard deviation should be less than 200%. See Tables 1 and 2 for a 
description of the tests performed. 
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2.2.3 Sample Seed Stability 

This test is also used to establish the stability of Resolve! 2.13, similar to the Sample Count Sensitivity 
test discussed above. That is, changing the seed value will impact the statistical analysis and the reported 
results. It  is expected that the reported results for each sample seed value analyzed will vary; however, 
the variance should not be significant. An analyst performs 30 benchmark runs using a single tank and 
the same sample count. For each run, the sample seed is iterated from 100,000,000 to 970,000,000 in 
increments of 3,000,000. 

The median of the onsite radiological and toxicological results are shown on the GUI, for all 30 runs, are 
compared. The relative standard deviation should be less than 200. See Tables I and 2 for a description 
of the tests performed. 

2.2.4 

This test is also used to establish the stability of Resolve! 2.13, similar to the Sample Count and Sample 
Seed Sensitivity tests discussed above. That is, changing the sample count and the sample seed value will 
impact the statistical analysis and the report results. It is expected that the reported results for each case 
will vary; however, the variance should not be significant. A total of 30 runs will be performed. That is 
for 10 different sample seeds, 3 different sample counts are analyzed See Tables I and 2 for a description 
of the tests performed. 

The median of the onsite radiological and toxicological results as shown on the GUI, for all 30 runs, are 
compared. The relative standard deviation should be less than 200%. 

Sample Count and Sample Seed Stability 

2.2.5 Tank Characteristics Testing 

The purpose of the tank characteristics test is to verify that tanks with the same characteristics are 
evaluated the same in Resolve! 2.13. That is, for two tanks, given the same input parameters and 
characteristics, Resolve! 2.13 will calculate identical results. As a basis for this test, the analyst uses the 
tank characteristics (e.g., fill, waste type) as the benchmark case tank (SX-103) to re-characterize a tank 
from another tank farm. The analyst performs a sensitivity analysis using the same tank characteristics, 
the same sample seed value, and the same sample count used in the Transport Test. The mean of the 
onsite radiological and toxicological results as shown on the GUI are compared. See Tables 1 and 2 for a 
description of the tests performed. 

2.3 TREND TESTING 

Trend testing is performed to evaluate the effects of changes in the pedigreed data values and the 
predefined controls on the frequency and consequences of a flammable gaseous release. The trend testing 
is performed by comparing the Benchmark case to the modified (Le., changed, pedigreed data values and 
predefined controls) case. As discussed previously (Section I .  I) ,  the major improvement of the refined 
safety analysis tool is the ability to analysis and evaluate DSTs. Additional changes to the refined safety 
analysis tool include the buoyant displacement model, the revised mass balance, waste intrusive 
equipment bums, the mixer pump, waste transfers, and the CUI. Four representative SSTs and DTSs 
were selected for trend analysis. Tables 2 and 3 for SSTs and DSTs, respectively, identify the tanks and 
the parameters selected for trend testing. 
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Table 3. Summary of Single Shell Tanks Used in Trend Testing. 

Salt w ell 
pump status 

never pumped 

never pumped 

never pumped 

never pumped 

I Tank  1 Tankvolume I Waste I Fill factor Ventilation GRE 
flow rate behavior'" 

0.3 NBD 

0.2 NBD 

0.2 NBD 

0.4 NBD 

(cfm) 
(kgal)"' volume 

(kgal)"' 

24 1 -s- 102 

241-U-1 I I  

241-T-203 

Table 4. Summary of Double Shell Tanks Used in Trend Testing. 

(medium) 

(medium) 

(medium) 

758 549 0.5 

530 329 0.4 

38 35 0.9 
(high) 

Tank I Waste I Waste characteristics"' 1 Ventilatio 
volume"' n flow 

rate Volume Gas Bulk density 
(ft') generation (Ihm/ft3) (cfm) rate (molestm' 

24 1 -AW-106 

241-AN-IO7 

sec) 

L-46,960 L-3.17E-09 L-69.3 
SS-30,480 SS-1.13E-8 ss-98.01 

IS-0 IS-NA IS-NA 

L-107,490 L- 1.27E-07 L-86.77 
SS-33,000 SS- I .67E-07 SS-91.77 

IS-0 IS-NA IS-NA 

579,300 c -0  C-NA C-NA 151 

1,050,900 c - 0  C-NA C-NA 126 

(a) Vol&es shown are approximate. 
(b) Volumes shown are approximate. lbmicuft = pound moles per cubic foot 

C - crust layer 
L - liquid layer 
SS - settled solids layer 
IS - immobile solids layer 
GRE ~ Gas release event 
BD ~ Buoyant displacement 
NBD - Non-buoyant displacement 
NGRE - No observed GRE's 

(c) 

24 1 -SY- I O  1 

241 -SY-103 

GRE 
behavior"' 

NBD 

NBD 

BD 

BD 

1,107,110 c-14,7 I O  C-8.78E-08 (2-84.3 485 
L-76,560 L- I .36&07 L-98.01 
SS-56,680 SS-I .49E-07 SS-106.13 

IS-0 IS-NA IS-NA 
749,200 C-2,920 C-4.27E-08 C-89.93 99 

L-48,860 L-3.38E-08 L-9 I .77 

lS-14,930 IS-3.75E-08 IS-98.01 
SS-33,490 SS-3.75E-08 SS-98.01 
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The general approach followed in trend testing is to develop a Benchmark case for each tank maximizing 
the sensitivity of the program and to perform multiple analyses or sensitivity case runs for each tank 
changing only one parameter (i.e., pedigreed data value or predefined control) per analysis. The output 
from each run or analysis (e.g., frequency and/or consequences) are tabulated and compared. This 
approach will test the effects of significantly increasing or decreasing a parameter, 

Tables 1 and 2 for SSTs and DSTs, respectively, provide a listing of the input parameters and values that 
are changed for each test. Each trend test uses the Benchmark Case as a template. That is, the 
Benchmark Case file is “opened” and modified. For all trend tests the Analysis Type is changed from 
“Benchmark” to “Sensitivity” and the appropriate input parameters and values are changed to the values 
specified for each test. 

The following subsections describe the trend testing. The expected results due to the parameter changes 
are shown in Tables 5 and 6 for SSTs and DSTs, respectively. Based on the expected results specific 
results (e& frequency, deflagrations, detontations) are compared for each trend test to the benchmark 
case results. 

2.3.1 Saltwell Pumping 

This test applies to SSTs only. Trend testing cases are run to explore the effect of saltwell pumping on 
risk. Only the saltwell pupming status is varied; the waste volume, which would change if a tank were 
actually saltwell pumped, is left unchanged. The influence of saltwell pumping on gas retention 
characteristics was an elicited parameter (Slezak and Bratzel 1997). Tanks identified as “never pumped” 
are changed to “previously pumped” and vice versa. Changing the saltwell pumping status from “never 
pumped” to “previously pumped” is expected to decrease risk. Changing the status to “previously 
pumped” changes the waste void fraction and GRE frequency, elicitation. The end result should be a 
reduction in the number of flammable events, frequency and magnitude of radiological and toxicological 
consequences. Table1 provides a listing of the input parameters and values that are changed for each test. 

2.3.2 Waste Volume 

This test applies to SSTs and DSTs. Trend testing cases were run to explore the effect of changing the 
waste volume on risk. The waste volume is changed significantly. A reduction in the waste volume will 
increase the headspace volume. This effect may impact the ability of the headspace gases to reach the 
lower flammability limit. To test the effect of reducing waste volume, 30 percent of the existing waste 
was removed. Reducing the waste volume decreases the retained gas volume by providing less waste in 
which the gas can be stored. In addition, reducing the waste volume increases the headspace volume in 
which to dilute the GRE gases. Therefore, the size of the GREs and the fraction of the GREs that produce 
flammable conditions would decrease, which would result in a decrease in the number of events. Due to 
the properties of the waste the impacts on the frequency and consequences are indeterminate. See Tables 
1 and 2 for SSTs and DSTs, respectively, for test input parameters. Therefore DST volume is reduced but 
is taken from liquids only. 

2.3.3 Number of Intrusive Operations 

This test applies to SSTs and DSTs. Trend testing cases are run to explore the effect of increasing the 
number of equipment insertion and/or removal operations on risk. The number of operations is increased 
by a factor of five over the default value. It is expected that the increase in the number of operations 
increases the risk by increasing the frequency of induced GREs and increasing the frequency of ignition 
sources, Only the frequency is expected to increase. There should be no change in the number of 
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flammable events and the radiological and toxicological consequences. See Tables 1 and 2 for SSTs and 
DSTs, respectively, for test input parameters. 

2.3.4 Ignition Control Set 

This test applies to SSTs and DSTs. Trend testing cases were run to explore the effect of changing the 
ignition controls on risk. It is expected that frequency increases as the level of ignition control is 
decreased from “Control Set I ”  or “Control Set 2” (HNF- 1999) to “Past Practices” (Le., no controls). The 
ignition control sets, “Control Set 1 ,” “Control Set 2” and “Past Practices” are described in Appendix B of 
Slezak and Bratzel(l997). Because the controls do affect the GREs, the controls are expected to affect 
the frequency but have little effect on the radiological and toxicological consequences. All tanks 
evaluated in the trend test have Ignition Control Set 2. It is expected that changing controls from Ignition 
Control Set 11 to Past Practices should not change the number of flammable events or consequences; 
however, the frequency should increase. See Tables 1 and 2 for SSTs and DSTs, respectively, for test 
input parameters. 

2.3.5 Ventilation Rate 

This test applies to SSTs and DSTs. Trend testing cases were run to explore the effect of changing the 
ventilation rate (Le., increasing or decreasing) on risk. This test involves reducing or increasing the 
default ventilation flow rate by a factor of IO. It is expected that actively ventilating a tank, compared to 
passive ventilation could reduce the time at risk and the computed burn pressures, and perhaps even 
eliminate flammable conditions altogether (Slezak and Bratzel 1997). Conversely reducing the flow rate 
could increase the time at risk and the computed burn pressure. Therefore, the expected result of 
increasing the ventilation rate is a decrease in risk, and decreasing the ventilation rate is an increase in 
risk. As the ventilation flow rate is modified, gases may be swept out of the tank (increased flow rate) or 
allowed to accumulate in the headspace (decreased flow rate). See Tables I and 2 for SSTs and DSTs, 
respectively, for test input parameters 

2.3.6 

This test applies to SSTs and DSTs. Trend testing cases were run to determine the impact of inerting the 
headspace. Sufficient inerting of the headspace will increase the size of GREs needed to reach 
flammability and can prevent combustion of mixtures that are flammable before release (Slezak and 
Bratzel 1997). lnerting the headspace reduces the oxidizer for the burn typically furnished by air. 
Inerting the tank headspace should reduce GRE flammable event frequencies and should result in less 
damage to the tank as well as reducing the dose consequences. Risk is expected to decrease as inerting is 
applied. The number of hits, as well as the frequency of burns should decrease, with a small reduction in  
the consequences. See Tables 1 and 2 for SSTs and DSTs, respectively, for test input parameters. 

2.3.7 Tank  Failure (Cracking) Pressure 

This test applies to SSTs only. Trend testing cases were run to explore the effect on risk of decreasing or 
increasing the dome cracking pressure. For this test, the dome cracking pressure is decreased or increased 
by 50%. Structural capacity and failure evaluations are discussed in Slezak and Bratzel (1997). It is 
expected that risk will increase as failure pressure is reduced, and conversely decrease as failure pressure 
is increased. A decrease or increase in the cracking pressure from the default value should, respectively, 
increase or decrease the consequences but should not affect the frequency. Additionally, the number of 
flammable events for an increase or decrease in the cracking pressure should not change. For a decrease 
in the cracking pressure, more material would be released to the environment for lower combustion 

Inerting the Tank Headspace, with Nitrogen 
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pressures. Conversely for the same combustion pressures, less material would be released to the 
environment, thus resulting in lower consequences. See Table 1 for test input parameters 

2.3.8 Tank Failure (Collapse) Pressure 

This test applies to SSTs and DSTs. Trend testing cases were run to explore the effect on risk of 
decreasing the dome collapse pressure. The dome collapse pressure is reduced to one-half of the default 
value. Structural capacities and failure evaluations are discussed in Slezak and Bratzel 1997. It is 
expected that risk will increase as failure pressure is reduced. Reducing the dome collapse pressure 
should result in the same conclusions reached in the Tank Failure (Cracking) pressure test (see 
Section 2.3.7); Le., the consequences should increase but the frequency should not he affected. 
Additionally, the number of flammable events for an increase or decrease in the cracking pressure should 
not change. The risk would therefore increase somewhat. More material would be released to the 
environment for lower combustion pressures. See Tables I and 2 for SST and DSTs, respectively, for test 
input parameters. 

2.3.9 Waste Intrusive Equipment 

This test applies to SSTs and DSTs. Trend testing cases were run to explore the effect on risk of waste 
intrusive equipment flammable events. A series of four tests are performed: 1) increase the number of 
operations per year; 2) change the ignition control from purged to not purged; 3) increase the diameter of 
the equipment; and 4) increase the length of the equipment. The benchmark case shows no operations 
thus increasing the number of operations will increase risk. The current ignition control requires purging 
waste intrusive equipment in accordance with National Fire Prevention Association (NFPA); therefore, 
not purging the equipment (maintaining operations at 5 per year) the risk will increase over benchmark 
conditions and test 1 in this series. Tests 3 and 4 of the series should effect the detonation cell size thus 
an impact is expected on the number of flammable events. However, realistic changes in the equipment 
design (e.g., diameter and length) may be insufficient to impact the results of Test 1 in this series. 
Therefore the expected changes at this time are indeterminate. 

2.3.10 Increase in Bulk Density Ratio of Solids to Liquids 

This test applies to DSTs only. Two tests are performed to determine the relative impacts of increasing 
the bulk density of the settled solids and immobile solids with respect to GRE behavior. These tests, 
unlike the previous tests, do not model operations or potential controls that would be implemented in the 
tank farms. However, based on the behavior of the waste it is anticipated that GRE behavior will be 
affected. That is, the higher the densities the more gas that will be retained in the waste and released 
spontaneously or due to some initiating event such as a seismic event or intrusive operation. Thus, it is 
anticipated that the risk will increase. 

2.3.11 Increase in Waste Gas Generation Rate 

This test applies to DSTs only. Two tests are performed to determine the relative impacts of increasing 
the gas generation rate in the settled solids and immobile solids with respect to GRE behavior. These 
tests unlike the previous tests do not model operations or potential controls that would be implemented in 
the tank farms. It is anticipated that the risk will increase relatively proportional to the increased rates. 
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2.3.12 Mixer Pump 

This test applies to DSTs only. The tests, in addition to the Features Tests, were performed to determine 
the impacts of a mixer pump on consequences. Based on operational experience it is well understood that 
the mixer pump will reduce the efficiency of the GREs thus the consequences should decrease. Similarly, 
the frequency of buoyant GREs will also decrease. 
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3.0 SUMMARY OF TEST RESULTS 

The results or conclusions reached regarding the acceptability of version 2.13 or the insights gained 
during testing are summarized in the following Sections. Appendix C provides a listing of all discrepancy 
reports generated during the developmental testing and the Acceptance Tests. 

3.1 FEATURES TESTING 

The Features Test performed were designed to test all facets of the Analysis Tool. For both the SSTs and 
DSTs this involved testing all of the options available and ensuring the computer code did not “crash” as 
a result. During the development of this version significant developmental testing was performed by both 
the TFC Team and SNL personnel. As a result of the developmental testing all features performed as 
expected. 

Additional Features Tests were performed for the DSTs, including turning on and off the mixer pump, 
buoyant displacement GRE goho-go tests, waste transfers, and waste intrusive equipment impacts. As 
stated previously stated, significant developmental testing was performed prior to finalization of 
Version 2.13. As a result ofthis testing all features performed as expected. 

3.2 CHARACTERISTICS TEST 

The following table (Table 7) summarizes the results ofthe Characteristics Tests performed. As can be 
seen all results meet the established criteria discussed in Section 2.2.  

3.3 SUMMARY OF TREND TESTING RESULTS 

Figures I through 1 I provide a summary of the trend testing results by tank for each of the parameters 
modified. Appendices B and C provide the detailed data and qualitative comparisons of the calculated 
results for the parameter modifications to the benchmark case. 

As can be seen from Figures 1 through 8 the majority of the parameters modified for both DSTs and SSTs did not 
significantly affect the benchmark results. The parameter modifications that did significantly impact the results 
include waste volume reduction and an increase or decrease in ventilation flow rate. In each of these cases the 
results trend as expected. Although the majority of the results trended as expected, it should be noted that results for 
increasing globally waste disturbing activities in SSTs (see Figure 4) did not. This issue has been discussed with the 
refined safety analysis development team. It was determined at this time that this will he identified as a limitation 
(see Section 4). 

With respect to waste intrusive equipment, as expected (see Figures 9 and 10) for both DSTs and SSTs, 
increasing the number of waste intrusive activities increased the number of potential deflagrations and 
detonations when compared to the benchmark case. Additionally, as expected, removing the purge from 
the waste intrusive equipment significantly increased the number of potential deflagrations and 
detonations when compared to the base case or five operations per year. Increasing the equipment 
diameter or length had no impact on the base case results. 
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Characteristic 
Test 

Transport 
Sample count 
sensitivity 

sensitivity 
Sample count and 
sample seed 
sensitivity (Count 
=1000) 
Tank 

Sample seed 

Test results -Relative standard deviation ( O h )  

Number of Accident Radiological Toxicological Expected risk 
events frequency consequences Consequences 

modeled 
SSTs - S-102 

Results obtained at two workstations for same tank were identical 
40.69 11.51 24.4 1 25.38 136.38 

4.20 10.39 26.20 23.40 95.75 

3.60 7.84 12.93 6.30 101.57 

Results obtained two tanks characterized the same were identical 
characteristics 
Characteristic Test Test results - Relative standard deviation (%) 

Number of Accident Radiological Toxicological Expected risk 
events modeled frequency consequences consequences 

Transport 
Sample count 42.40 1.4 I 30.05 38.70 114.98 
sensitivity 

Sample seed 1.43 5.54 30.47 31.71 112.60 
sensitivity 
Sample count and 1.01 3.96 38.23 40.52 45.29 
sample seed 
sensitivity (Count 
=1000) -- Tank 
characteristics 

Results obtained at two workstations for same tank were identical 
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Figure 1 I graphically shows the results obtained due to modifications in the characteristics of the settled 
solids and the immobile solids (hard pan). As can be seen increasing the ratio ofthe settled solids to the 
liquids increased the number of deflagrations in all tanks and in most tanks increased the number of 
detonations. Of particular interest, an increase in the ratio of settled solids to liquids created buoyant 
displacement GREs in Tank 241-AW-106 (identified as a non-buoyant tank), As a result of the change 
the waste passed the energy criteria discussed in Slezak and Bratzel(1999). Also of particular interest is 
changes in the gas generation rate of the settled solids reduced the potential number of lion-buoyant 
displacement GREs in Tank 241-AW-106. Similar results were obtained in Tank 241-SY-103 when the 
gas generation rate in the immobile solids was changed. 

Not shown graphically are the results obtained from buoyant displacement and mixer pump testing. As 
expected changes in the five criteria identified in Table 6 (Features Testing) created buoyant displacement 
GREs in non-buoyant displacement tanks and vice versa. Similarly as expected, the calculated results due 
to turning on the mixer pump and changing selected parameters to model existing conditions in Tank 241- 
SY-101 were validated to current conditions or observed GRE behavior in the tank. 

4.0 DISCREPANCY TESTING AND LIMITATIONS 

This section discusses discrepancy reports generated during testing and the limitations identified as a 
result of acceptance testing. 

4.1 DISCREPANCY REPORTS 

All discrepancy reports generated during developmental testing of Resolve! Version 1.51 to Version 2.13 
are closed. Appendix A provides a listing of the discrepancy reports generated during developmental 
testing and acceptance testing. As discussed previously, due to the extensive developmental process and 
developmental testing with the exception of the limitation identified in Section 4.2, no discrepancy reports 
were generated as a result of acceptance testing. The discrepancy reports generated during developmental 
testing, as expected, were due to the significant refined safety analysis Tool modifications to include 
DSTs, buoyant displacement GRE behavior, and mixer pump modeling. 

4.2 LIMITATIONS/OBSERVATIONS 

As a result of acceptance testing the only limitation identified is associated with increased globally waste 
disturbing activities in SSTs. As discussed in Section 3.3, the results obtained for the these operations 
(only frequency) are contrary to expectations. This limitation will be addressed in finalization activities 
of the refined safety analysis tool. 

Additionally, it should be noted that additional testing is required to understand GRE behavior, i.e., 
efficiency and source of the GRE, and spontaneous versus induced versus seismic and the source impacts 
on GRE behavior. 
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APPENDIX A 

This Appendix provides a listing of all Discrepancy Reports generated by the TFC Team and the 
refined safety analysis tool development team during development and acceptance testing of 
Resolve Version 2.13, 
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APPENDIX B 

This Appendix provides the results of the DST acceptance testing. A strict comparison of the benchmark 
results to the trend analysis results does not consider the magnitude of the difference. For example, if the 
benchmark mean consequence value is 4.567E-05 Sv and the mean trend test analysis result is 4.566E-05 
Sv, a comparison of this type would indicate, that by modifying a specific parameter, the consequences 
decreased; however, based on the conservatisms and uncertainties incorporated in the Analysis Tool, a 
better conclusion would be that there is no change. Therefore, to interpret the results, Le., determine the 
change in the benchmark values due to changing specific parameters, the comparisons shown in the tables 
provided for each of the trend test analysis results are based +/- 10%. 
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APPENDIX C 

This Appendix provides the results of the SST acceptance testing. A strict comparison of the benchmark 
results to the trend analysis results does not consider the magnitude of the difference. For example, if the 
benchmark mean consequence value is 4.567E-05 Sv and the mean trend test analysis result is 4.566E-05 
Sv, a comparison of this type would indicate, that by modifying a specific parameter, the consequences 
decreased; however, based on the conservatisms and uncertainties incorporated in  the Analysis Tool, a 
better conclusion would be that there is no change. Therefore, to interpret the results, i.e., determine the 
change in the benchmark values due to changing specific parameters, the comparisons shown in the tables 
provided for each ofthe trend test analysis results are based +/- 10%. 
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